TECHNICAL REFERENCE:
Voltage: AC100-240V 50/60HZ
POWER: 120w
Light Source: 36 PCSx3W RGB
Material: Cast-Aluminum body
DMX Channels: 6 CH
Packing Container：6 PCS/Carton
Inner Package: 235*235*350 MM
Out Package: 740*490*370 MM
N.W.: 14.4 kg/carton
G.W.: 18.5kg/carton

Please Read Over This Manual before Operating the Light Fixture

DESCRIPTION
• With the music rhythm, light shines accordingly. Attracting people's eyes.
• Strobe effects, red, green and blue three colors change.
• Its light spot on the wall, the effect likes glass ball, very bright and
powerful.
• High quality warranty, safe and reliable.
• Long working life, excellent stability
(can reach 60,000.00 hours in general circs).
• Small and exquisite appearance.
• Suitable for disco, ballroom, KTV, bar, stage, club, party etc.
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SECURITY:
1. Make sure that the user voltage is not higher or lower than the regulated
value from this user manual.
2. Please take more attention while installing the fixtures. Avoid touching
exposed AC cord or will cause deadly accident.
3. When installing the fixtures, make sure the fixtures are not exposed in
extremely hot, humid or dusty environment. Make sure the distance
between the fixture and the lighted object is not less than 0.5 meter.
Make sure there is no combustible or explosive object around 0.5 meters.
4. Please operate the light fixture after becoming very familiar with the
functions. In most cases, the light fixture will be broken by incorrect
operation. Don’t shake or do anything rudely to the light fixture, or it will
cause problems.
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SETTING:

Channel
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So01

Sound control leaping change

So02

Sound control, strobe

St00

Auto motor no strobe

St01

PDJLT30 Control:

Channel data
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
1-255
1-255

Function instruction
Master dimming
Red dimming
Green dimming
Blue dimming
Strobe control
Master function

Gradual Change
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St16

Auto motor strobe,
speed from slow to fast
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SP16

Auto motor Au08, Au09, Au10 speed
from fast to slow
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RED brightness setting

G0200

G255

GREEN brightness setting

B020

B255

BLUE brightness setting
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